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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, we propose an encryption-based multilevel model for database management

systems. The proposed model is a combination of the Multilevel Relational (MLR) model

and an encryption system. This encryption system encrypts each data in the tuple with

different field-key according to a security class of the data element. Each field is decrypted

individually by the field-key of which security class is higher than or equal to that of the

encrypted field-key. The proposed model is characterized by three achievements: (1)

utilizing an encryption system as an additional security layer over the multilevel security

layer for the database, (2) reducing the multilevel database size, and (3) improving the

response time of the data retrieval from the multilevel database. Also this paper

summarizes our efforts in implementing a working multilevel secure database prototype.

This prototype is used as a research tool for studying principles and mechanisms of the

encryption-based multilevel model and multilevel secure database (MLS/DBMS) models

(SeaView, JajodiaeSandhu, SmitheWinslett, MLR, and Belief-Consistent Model). This

prototype is implemented to be used to perform a series of experiments to measure the

performance cost for applying encryption in multilevel database security.

ª 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction concept of a database relation to include the security labels. A
In multilevel database systems, data items and subjects have

been assigned to classification levels, such as TS (Top Secret),

S (Secret), C (classified), U (Unclassified). The classification

levels are ordered as TS> S>C>U.

Access by subjects is restricted by mandatory access

controls expressed as “no read up, no write down to follow the

well-known Bell and LaPadula model. Subject can read the

object that has the same classification level or lower and can

write on the objects at the same level only” (Bertino and

Sandhu, 2005; Imran and Hyder, 2009).

Many models for extending the standard relational model

to deal with multilevel relations have been proposed. The

SeaView (Pranjic et al., 2002) model was the first formal

MLS secure relational database designed to provide manda-

tory security protection. The SeaView model extended the
.S. Faragallah).
ier Ltd. All rights reserved
relation that is extended with security classifications is called

a multilevel relation. The JajodiaeSandhu (Cuppens and

Gabillon, 1999) model was derived from the SeaView model.

It was shown by Jajodia and Sandhu that the SeaView model

can result in the proliferation of tuples on updates and the

JajodiaeSandhu model addresses this shortcoming. The

SmitheWinslett (Rjaibi and Bird, 2004) model was the first

model to extensively address the semantics of an MLS data-

base. The MLR (Lee et al., 2004; Sandhu and Chen, 1998) model

is substantially based on the JajodiaeSandhu model, and also

integrates the belief-based semantics of the SmitheWinslett

model. It was shown that all of the aforementioned models

can present users with some information that is difficult to

interpret. Consequently, the Belief-Consistent MLS (BCMLS)

(Pranjic et al., 2003; Jukic et al., 1999; Jukic and Vrbsky,

1997) model addresses these concerns by including the
.
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semantics for an unambiguous interpretation of all data pre-

sented to the users.

Several commercial database systems like DB2 (IBM) and

ORACLE support encryption in their database management

systems. In DB2 (IBM), encryption has been added by imple-

menting SQL built-in functions that allow the application to

encrypt and decrypt data. When data is inserted into the

database it can be encrypted using an encryption password

supplied by the user. When the data is retrieved, the same

password must be supplied to decrypt the data. In ORACLE,

transparent data encryption enables you to encrypt sensitive

data, such as credit card numbers, stored in table columns.

Encrypted data is transparently decrypted for a database user

who has access to the data. Even if the encrypted data is

retrieved, it cannot be understood until authorized decryption

occurs, which is automatic for users authorized to access the

table. When a table contains encrypted columns, a single key

is used regardless of the number of encrypted columns. This

key is called the column encryption key. The column

encryption keys for all tables, containing encrypted columns,

are encrypted with the database servermaster encryption key

and stored in a dictionary table in the database.

Our principal objective in this paper is to propose an

encryption-based multilevel database model by adding an

encryption algorithm to the MLR multilevel model. The

encryption system is used as additional security layer over the

multilevel security layer for the database which provides high

level of security and to solve problems associated with MLR

model. Table 1 shows a comparison between the proposed

encryption-based multilevel database model and the

commercial database systems like DB2 (IBM) and ORACLE that

support encryption in their database management systems.

The work presented in this paper offers several major

contributions to the field.

1- Adding encryption system as additional security layer over

the multilevel security layer for the database which

provides high level of security and robustness against

database attacks.

2- Reducing the multilevel database size by removing the

attributes classification columns and encrypting the attri-

butes by field-key according to its security level.

3- Simplifying the complexity of the multilevel database

design by avoiding the creation of the additional columns

for attributes classification.
Table 1 e Comparison between the proposed encryption-base
systems like DB2 (IBM) and ORACLE.

Criteria

Encryption-based
multilevel database

Encryption in

multilevel security

Supported

Encryption type Cell-based encryption

(one password per cell)

Encryption key Key is managed by

database engine
4- Implementing a prototype to be used to perform a series of

experiments to measure the performance cost for applying

encryption in multilevel database security.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2

illustrates the proposed encryption-based multilevel data-

basemodel. Section 3 shows the implementation of DML (Data

Manipulation Language) operations for the proposed model.

Section 4 presents the performance study that was instru-

mented to compare the multilevel secure database (MLS/

DBMS) models. Section 5 gives the analysis of the experi-

mental results of the performance study. Section 6 concludes

the paper and outlines the future work.
2. The proposed encryption-based
multilevel database model

Many multilevel relational models have been proposed and

these different models offer different advantages (Rask et al.,

2005; Dave, 2008; Garuba, 2003). The MLR model is the most

powerful model among the multilevel relational models. So

we refine several of the best ideas from MLR model and add

new ones to build our proposed Encryption-Based Multilevel

Model.
2.1. MLR model

Definition 2.1.1. A multilevel relation scheme is denoted by

R(A1,C1,A2,C2,.,An,Cn,TC), where R is the multilevel relation,

each Ai is a data attribute, each Ci is a classification attribute

for Ai, and TC is the tuple-class attribute (Garuba, 2004).

Definition 2.1.2. A relation instance, denoted by

r(A1,C1,A2,C2,.An,Cn,TC), is a set of distinct tuples of the form

(a1,c1,a2,c2,.,an,cn,tc).

Definition 2.1.3. A database is a collection of relations. A

database state is a collection of all relation instances of

a database at a particular time. Table 2 illustrates an example

for data stored in multilevel database security in the MLR

model format.
d multilevel database model and the commercial database

Model

DB2 encrypted fields ORACLE transparent
data encryption

Not supported Not supported

Column-based encryption

(one password per column)

Column-based encryption

(one password per column)

Key provided by the user

at runtime

Key provided by the user

at runtime
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Table 2 e The MLR model.

Employee C-Employee Department C-Department Salary C-Salary TC

Ahmed U Accounting U 7000 U U

Ahmed S Accounting S 7000 S S

Mohamed TS Sales TS 10,000 TS TS
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We now give a formal description of the above intuitive

ideas (Zuo et al., 2007; Pan, 2008). For all instances

r(A1,C1,A2,C2,.,An,Cn,TC) and for all tuples t˛ r, the data are

interpreted as follows:

1- Apparent primary key A1 and its classification attributeC1.

t[A1,C1] identifies an entity in r and also gives the class level

of the entity.

t[C1]¼ c1 means the entity is created by a c1-subject and can

only be deleted by c1-subjects. The entity is called a c1-

entity. In Table 2 the apparent primary key is [Employee, C-

Employee].

2- Tuple-Class attribute TC.

t[TC]¼ tc with t[C1]¼ c1 means that t is added by a tc-

subject and all data in t are accepted by tc-subjects.

Absence of t means the c1-entity is not accepted by tc-

subjects. In Table 2 the Tuple-Class is [TC].

2.2. Encryption-based multilevel model definition

In this research, we design a novel multilevel database secu-

rity model, Encryption-Based Multilevel Model, to solve

problems associated with MLR model.

In the proposed model, when the database administrator

creates a level to be used in the multilevel database, the

database engine will automatically create a symmetric key for

this level. The symmetric key will be stored in the multilevel

database to be used for encrypting and decrypting the data

element that is classified by the level associated to this

symmetric key. A multilevel relation scheme is denoted

by R(EC1(A1),EC2(A2),.,ECn(An),TC), where each Ai is a data

attribute and each Ci is a classification attribute for Ai. Table

3 illustrates an example for data stored the proposed

Encryption-Based Multilevel Model.

In the proposed model, adding the encryption system to

the MLR model led to solve the problems in the MLR model by

removing the classification attributes from the multilevel

database and then reducing the multilevel database size and

making the database administration easier.

The encryption keys are stored as a hidden property for the

classification levels of the multilevel database security. The

database administrator cannot read the encryption keys. He

can only read the classification levels of the multilevel data-

base security. In our approach cashing has an impact that

should be taken into our account. The impact of the cashing is

due to storing the decrypted data during the transaction

execution in the memory as a plain text which is a problem.

Our approach solves the problem of cashing as follows:

1. Making the part of the memory that holds the decrypted

data to be blocked so that it can only be accessed only from

the database engine instance.
2. Supporting multilevel security to the data so the user can

see only the data in his level and lower level. Supporting

multilevel security in our approach overcomes the problem

of caching because it generates a security layer that

manages the data access in the memory.
3. Manipulation

There are five data manipulation statements in the proposed

model because we modify MLR data model which contains

five operations for manipulating data. Four of them are the

traditional SQL statements INSERT, DELETE, SELECT, and

UPDATE. The fifth statement is UPLEVEL which is new in the

MLR data model.

3.1. The INSERT statement

The INSERT statement executed by a subject, with class level

L, has the following general form:

INSERT INTO R
��
Aj1

�
;Aj2

�
.
��

VALUES
�
aj1

�
;aj2

�
.

�

Symbol explanation: R is the relation name, [(Aj1[,Aj2].)] are

the attributes names and 1� j1,j2.�n.

Each INSERT data manipulation can insert at most one

tuple into the relation R. The inserted tuple t is constructed as

follows:

For all attributes in database relation,

1. If there is an attribute Ai in the attribute list of the INTO

clause, the data value ai will be encrypted by field-key

according to the class level of the subject who executes

the insert statement.

2. If Ai is not in the attribute list of the INTO clause, set the

data value null.

3. The tuple-class will be set to the class level of the subject

who executes the insert statement.
3.2. The DELETE statement

The DELETE statement executed by a subject, with class level

L, has the following general form:

DELETE FROM R ½WHERE P�
Symbol explanation: R is the relation name, assuming relation

R has data attributes A1,.,An; P is the predicate expression

that may include the delete conditions. Only tuples t˛ r with

t[TC]¼ L are decrypted by key according to the classification

level of the subject who executes the delete statement.

For those tuples t˛ r that satisfy the P predicate expres-

sion, r is changed as follows:

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2012.02.008
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Table 3 e The encryption-based multilevel database model.

Employee Department Salary TC

U

S

TS
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1- Create a temporary tuple for the decrypted data to store the

deleted tuple during the execution of the delete statement.

2- Tuple that satisfies the predicate expression will be deleted.

3- If there is tuple at higher level that has attribute depends on

attribute in the deleted tuple, the value of this attribute will

be set to null.

Deleting lower-level tuples may lead to setting data attri-

butes to null at higher levels. This propagation because of the

concept of data-borrow that was introduced in the MLR

multilevel databasemodel (Lee et al., 2004). In the data-borrow

the higher level (borrower) can borrow the value that is

currently owned by the lower level (owner). Therefore, in case

some changes happen to the owner, corresponding changes

should happen to the borrower.
3.3. The SELECT statement

The SELECT statement executed by a subject, with class level

L, has the following general form:

SELECT B1½;B2�.FROM R1½;R2�.½WHERE P� ½AT c1½; c2�.�
Symbol explanation: R1[,R2]. are the relations names;

B1[,B2]. are the attributes names in R1[,R2]., each Bi is a data

attribute or classification attribute or tuple-class attribute; P is

the predicate expression that may include the select condi-

tions, AT c1[,c2]. is used to add the values of the classification

levels that are lower or equal the class level of the user to the

predicate P. Only those tuples t˛ r1,r2,. that have t[TC]¼ L

will be decrypted by key according to the classification level of

the subject who executes the select statement and will be

taken into the calculation of P.

The “GROUP BY.HAVING”e Statements are considered in

the aggregation functions like (count, sum) in the SELECT e

statement which are not taken into our account in this paper.

The “AT”-clause was used to add the values of the classifica-

tion levels that are lower or equal the class level of the user to

the predicate P. For those tuples t˛ r that satisfy the P predi-

cate expression:

If decrypted tuple satisfies the predicate expression, this

tuple will be included in the result of the SELECT statement.
3.4. The UPDATE statement

The UPDATE statement executed by a subject, with class level

L, has the following general form:
UPDATE R SET Aj1 ¼ aj1 ;Aj2 ¼ aj2 .½WHERE P�
� �

Symbol explanation: R is the relation name, Aj1,Aj2,. are the

data attributes names and P is the predicate expression that

may include the update conditions. Only tuples t˛ r with t

[TC]¼ Lwill be decrypted by key according to the classification

level of the subject who executes the update statement and

will be taken into the calculation of P.

For decrypted tuples t˛ r that satisfies the predicate P, r is

updated as follows:

1- Create a temporary tuple for the decrypted data to store the

deleted tuple during the execution of the delete statement.

2- If there are no attributes of the primary key in the SET

clause, the following steps will be followed.

For all attributes in the SET clause:

a- Encrypt the attribute value and update the tuple.

b- If there is a tuple that has attribute depends on attribute

in the updated tuple, the value of this attribute will be

encrypted and updated.

3- If there are attribute of the primary key in the SET clause,

the following steps will be followed.

a- Encrypt the attribute value and update the tuple;

b- If the primary key class is equal to the class of the subject

who executes the update statement, all tuples that have

the same primary key will be deleted.
3.5. The UPLEVEL statement

The UPLEVEL statement executed by a subject, with class level

L, has the following general form:

UPLEVEL R GET Aj1 FROM cj1
�
;Aj2

�
FROM cj2.½WHERE P�

Symbol explanation: R is the relation name, Aj1,Aj2,. are the

data attributes names, 2� j1,j2.�n, cj1,cj2,.. are the values

of classification levels for Aj1,Aj2,., respectively and P is the

predicate expression that may include uplevel conditions.

Only tuples t˛ r with t[TC]� L will be decrypted by key

according to the classification level of the tuple Key[TC], and

will be taken into the calculation of P.

For decrypted tuples that have at least one tuple t0 ˛ r that

satisfies the predicate P, a L-tuple t is constructed as follows:

1- Create a temporary tuple for decrypted data to store the

deleted tuple during the execution of the uplevel statement.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2012.02.008
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2- If Ai is in GET clause, get data value from the tuple with

class equal to class in FROM clause and encrypt it.

3- If Ai is not in the GET clause, set data value to null.

After tuple t is constructed the following procedure will be

applied:

1- If there is a tuple with its primary key equal to the primary

key of the constructed tuple and its class equal to the class

of the subject who executes the uplevel statement, this

tuple will be replaced by the constructed tuple.

2- If there is no tuple with its primary key equal to the primary

key of the constructed tuple and its class equal to the class

of the subject who executes the uplevel statement, the

constructed tuple will be added to the relation.
4. Performance study

This section describes our performance experiments to

determine the relative performance of the multilevel data-

base models (SeaView, JajodiaeSandhu, SmitheWinslett,

MLR, and Belief-Consistent Model) and the proposed

encryption-based MLS model to illustrate the impact of

varying the size and structure of the database on the perfor-

mance of these models.

The machine that is used for our implementation

consists of CPU speed 2.2 GHz, physical RAM size 3 GB and

hard disk size 320 GB. The software that is used in our

implementation is Microsoft SQL server 2008 R2 and the

experiments measurements were captured at the machine

using a monitoring tool provided by Microsoft SQL server.

We make a performance evaluation for the encryption

algorithms that are built in Microsoft SQL server 2008 R2 to

choose the suitable encryption algorithm that will be used in

our proposed encryption-based MLS model. From Fig. 1, we

observe that the AES_128 encryption algorithm supports

encryption in the multilevel database system with a good

performance cost.
Fig. 1 e The impact of varying the number of tuples on the

performance of encryption in multilevel database.
4.1. Experimental database structure

The Timesheet database is created and populated to facilitate

our performance study. The Timesheet system that is used in

the implementation is described as following:

The Employee relation provides information about

Employees.

Employees(EMPID, Code, Name, Department, Type, Contract,

Shift, Religion, Job, Position, Address, City).

The departure relation is used to store the departure notice

of each employee when he leaves the site of the work.

Departure(EmpID, DepartureDate, ReturnDate, DepartureType)

The TimeSheet relation is used to store the timesheet of

each employee every day.

TimeSheet(EMPID,Date, TimeSheet, OverTime, Remarks)

The Annual Rights relation is used to store the rights of

each employee every year.

AnualRights(EMPID, Year, Description, InL, ADays, GDays)

Fig. 2 shows ER diagram for the timesheet system that is

used in the implementation of the prototype to facilitate our

performance study.

The experiments investigates the impact of varying the

number of tuples, the number of attributes and the number of

security levels on the performance of the multilevel database

models and the proposed encryption-based MLS model. For

each query, themonitoring tool records the time of the system

to respond to the query. For each experiment, we plot the

response times in a graph as a function of the variable that is

being investigated.

4.2. Select query

The following experiments investigate the impact of varying

the number of tuples, the number of attributes and the

number of security levels on the performance of the multi-

level database security models and the proposed encryption-

based MLS model when executing the selection query.

The where clause in the SELECT query will be taken into

consideration when we evaluate the performance of the

multilevel database security models and the proposed

encryption-based MLS model when executing the selection

query.

The SELECT statement that is used in the following

experiments is described as follows:

Select � from Employee where department ¼ Sales

4.2.1. Impact of varying the number of tuples
This experiment was designed to determine if the cost of

processing varying numbers of tuples has an impact on the

performance of the multilevel database models. We vary the

number of tuples to 100,000, 500,000, 1,000,000, 1,500,000 and

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2012.02.008
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Fig. 2 e ER diagram for the timesheet system that used in the implementation.
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2,000,000; fix the number of attributes at 3; fix the number of

security levels at 4. From Fig. 3 the response times grow for all

models as the number of tuples increases. Also supporting

encryption in the proposed model reduces the database size
Fig. 3 e Impact of varying the number of tuples in selection

query.
because of removing the extra attributes which are used for

the class levels.

4.2.2. Impact of varying the number of attributes
This experiment was designed to determine if the cost of pro-

cessing varying the number of attributes has an impact on the

performance of the multilevel database models. We vary the

number of attributes to 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6; fix the number of tuples

at onemillion; fix the number of security levels at 4. From Fig. 4

the response times grow for all models as the number of

attributes was increased. Also supporting encryption in the

proposedmodel reduces thedatabase sizebecauseof removing

the extra attributes which are used for the class levels.

4.2.3. Impact of varying the number of security levels
This experiment was designed to determine if the cost of

processing varying the number of security levels has an

impact on the performance of themultilevel databasemodels.

We vary the number of security levels to 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6; fix

the number of tuples at one million; fix the number of attri-

butes at 4. From Fig. 5 the response times grow for all models

as the number of security levels was increased. Also sup-

porting encryption in the proposed model reduces the data-

base size because of removing the extra attributes which are

used for the class levels.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2012.02.008
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Fig. 4 e Impact of varying the number of attributes in

selection query.
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4.3. Join query

The following experiments investigate the impact of varying

the number of tuples, the number of attributes and the

number of security levels on the performance of MLS Models

and the impact of supporting encryption in MLS database

when executing join query. The where clause in the JOIN

query will be taken into consideration when we evaluate the

performance of the multilevel database security models and

the proposed encryption-based MLS model when executing

the JOIN query. The JOIN operation involves two tables the

Employee table and the Departure table. The JOIN statement

that is used in the following experiments is described as

follows:

Select � from Employee join Departure on Employee:Name

¼ Departure:Name where Employee:department ¼ Sales
Fig. 5 e Impact of varying the number of security levels in

selection query.
4.3.1. Impact of varying the number of tuples
The number of tuples is varied to 100,000, 500,000, 1,000,000,

1,500,000 and 2,000,000; fix the number of attributes at 3; fix

the number of security levels at 4. Fig. 6 illustrates the

impact of varying the number of tuples in join query. From

Fig. 6 the response times grow for all models as the number

of tuples increases. Also supporting encryption in the

proposed model reduces the database size because of

removing the extra attributes which are used for the class

levels.

4.3.2. Impact of varying the number of attributes
The number of attributes in each table is varied to 2, 3, 4, 5 and

6; fix the number of tuples at one million; fix the number of

security levels at 4. Fig. 7 illustrates the impact of varying the

number of attributes in join query. From Fig. 7 the response

times grow for all models as the number of attributes was

increased. Also supporting encryption in the proposed model

reduces the database size because of removing the extra

attributes which are used for the class levels.

4.3.3. Impact of varying the number of security levels
The number of security levels is varied to 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6; fix the

number of tuples at onemillion; fix the number of attributes at

4. Fig. 8 illustrates the impact of varying the number of

number of tuples in join query. From Fig. 8 the response times

grow for all models as the number of the security levels was

increased. Also supporting encryption in the proposed model

reduces the database size because of removing the extra

attributes which are used for the class levels.

4.4. Update query

The number of the updated tuples is varied to 100,000, 500,000,

750,000 and 1,000,000; fix the number of attributes at 3; fix the

number of security levels at 4. Fig. 9 illustrates the impact of

varying the number of tuples in update query. From Fig. 9 the

response times grow for all models as the number of tuples

increases. Also supporting encryption in the proposed model
Fig. 6 e Impact of varying the number of tuples in join

query.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2012.02.008
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Fig. 9 e Impact of varying the number of tuples in update

query.
Fig. 7 e Impact of varying the number of attributes in join

query.
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decreases the performance of multilevel database because

during the execution of the update statement, the encryption

and the decryption mechanisms will be included together in

the update procedure.

The where clause in the UPDATE query will be taken into

consideration when we evaluate the performance of the

multilevel database security models and the proposed

encryption-based MLS model when executing the UPDATE

query. The UPDATE statement that is used in the following

experiments is described as follows:

Update Employee set salary ¼ salary

þ 100 where department

¼ Sales
Fig. 8 e Impact of varying the number of security levels in

join query.
5. Analysis of experimental results

Through a number of experiments, this paper compared the

performance of all the multilevel database security models

and the proposed encryption-based MLS model. We investi-

gated the performance by varying the numbers of tuples,

attributes and security levels using the SELECT and the JOIN

queries.

The performance of the SmitheWinslett model is the best

because it does not support classification at the level of each

single attribute, the access classes can be assigned only to key

attributes and to tuples as a whole. The MLR model has

a performance less than the performance of the

SmitheWinslett model because it supports classification at

the level of each single attribute. The Belief-Consistent model

has a performance less than the performance of the MLR

model because it supports combination of classification levels

for each single attribute to enable the user to assert his beliefs

of lower-level user’s information. The JajodiaeSandhu model

has bad performance because the impact of union operation

between single level relations in the recovery algorithm. The

SeaView model has a very bad performance because the

impact of the join operation between vertical single level

relations and the impact of the union operation between

horizontal single level relations in the recovery algorithm.

From the experimental results in the previous section

the proposed encryption-based multilevel database model,

which is a combination of the MLR model and encryption

algorithm, has a performance better than the performance of

MLR model in retrieving data from the multilevel database.

This improvement of the performance of the proposed model

is due to the reduction of the multilevel database size,

removing the attributes classification columns and encrypting

the attributes by field-key according to its security level.

Adding the encryption algorithm reduces the overhead inMLR

model of checking the class level hierarchy for each data

element when retrieving data. The proposed model uses the
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encryption keys that belong to the user to encrypt each data

element when retrieving data.

The performance of the proposed encryption-based multi-

level database model is less than the performance of the MLR

model in updating data because the overhead of supporting

the encryption algorithm in the update query is executed. In

the proposed model the data is first decrypted, ensuring the

condition of the update statement ismet, executing the update

statement and encrypting the data again.
6. Conclusion and future work

The major contribution of our work is the proposition of

an encryption-based multilevel database model. The

proposed model used an encryption algorithm as an addi-

tional layer of security over the MLR model in multilevel

database security. A working multilevel secure database

prototype was implemented in Microsoft SQL server R2 and to

measure the performance experiments that were evaluated

using the prototype. Also in this paper the impact of sup-

porting encryption algorithm in the multilevel database

security was measured and the cost performance was evalu-

ated by varying the numbers of tuples, attributes and security

levels using the SELECT, JOIN and UPDATE queries.

Supporting encryption in the multilevel database security

improved the performance of retrieving data in the SELECT

query and the JOIN query. This improvement in the perfor-

mance is due to the reduction of the database size because the

extra classification attributes are replaced by supporting the

encryption algorithm in the multilevel database security. Also

the multilevel database design had become easier because

there was no change in the structure of the base table.

Although the proposed encryption-based multilevel data-

basemodel improved theperformanceof retrieving data, it had

a bad performance in updating the data. This bad performance

in updating the data is due to the encryption and the decryp-

tion for the data during the execution of the UPDATE query.

In the future, the impact of supporting advanced DB-

mechanisms like partitioning and indexes in the proposed

encryption-basedmultilevel databasemodelwill be taken into

consideration. Also the protection of the decrypted data when

supporting advanced DB-mechanisms will be investigated in

our future research.
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